U.S.S. Seleya,  Stardate 9906.27

Host Cheryl says:
The USS Seleya is docked at Starbase 183, about to set off on a new adventure, a continued exploration of the Minzheni system.  All transfers have been completed, and the crew seems rarin' to go on their new adventure.  :-)

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

OPS_Jean says:
:: At OPS ::

FCO_Bo says:
:: takes a seat at Conn::

CO_Pang says:
::in command chair::

TO_M`Toc says:
::Walks on to the bridge::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::Activates engineering console on the bridge::

MO_Viper says:
::in TL heading towards SB::

FCO_Bo says:
:: waits fore departure clearance ::

OPS_Jean says:
:: updating crew manifest - Quarter allocation ::

TO_M`Toc says:
::Walks toward the Captain::

CO_Pang says:
::looks up to see her new Tactical Officer - stands and addresses him:: M'toc: Good to see you Mr. M'toc - please take TAC1

Host Cheryl says:
<SB Ops>  COMM: Seleya:  You are cleared for departure.

OPS_Jean says:
COM : SB OPS : Acknowledged

CEO_Bolitho says:
*Bolitho to Urk*

EO_Urk says:
::moving about ENG checking systems.::

TO_M`Toc says:
CO:  Thank you sir

OPS_Jean says:
CO : Captain we are cleared for departure

CO_Pang says:
FCO: Course plotted to the Minzheni Sector ?

FCO_Bo says:
:: unhooks docking clamps and all moorings ::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Preparing undocking procedure ::

TO_M`Toc says:
::Walks to tactical

CO_Pang says:
OPS: Acknowledged .... all crew aboard?

FCO_Bo says:
CO: Aye ma'am.

OPS_Jean says:
CO : All accounted for Captain

CO_Pang says:
FCO: ETA?  OPS:  Then acknowledge to SB and let's get underway ......

EO_Urk says:
::notes Seleya is on its own power::

CEO_Bolitho says:
*Bolitho to Urk*

OPS_Jean says:
CO : Aye aye sir

FCO_Bo says:
:: fires up the thrusters and leaves dock ::

EO_Urk says:
*CEO* Urk here sir

OPS_Jean says:
COM ; SB OPS : :: Transmitting ETA :: Thank you for your hospitality Starbase

CO_Pang says:
::smiles at her bridge crew:: Engage !

TO_M`Toc says:
::Taps a few commands on the station::

FCO_Bo says:
CO: 20 min at warp 2 ma'am.

CO_Pang says:
TO:  Good to have you back with us Ensign ....

FCO_Bo says:
:: clears the SB ::

TO_M`Toc says:
CO:  Glad to be back sir

CEO_Bolitho says:
*Mr Urk* you’re in command of ME, there is a matter of some maintenance that needs to be carried out! There is a padd on my desk with the details assign engineering teams to handle it

CO_Pang says:
*All Departments*: Report Status please

FCO_Bo :: plots course and engages at warp 2 :: (Warp.wav)

OPS_Jean says:
COM : SB OPS : :: Seleya OUT ::

EO_Urk says:
*CE* Will take care of it sir.

MO_Viper says:
::enters SB::

CO_Pang says:
::notices a smoothish departure from FCO Bo.... is relieved::

CEO_Bolitho says:
CO: engineering at 100% plus Captain

CEO_Bolitho says:
*EO* thanks

TO_M`Toc says:
CO:  All Security departments checking in sir

FCO_Bo says:
:: monitoring navigational sensors ::

CO_Pang says:
CEO: Good .... plus what Richard?

EO_Urk says:
::Walks to CEO's desk, picks up PADD and begins reading::

Host Cheryl says:
<SB Ops>  ::notes that the Seleya is away, with no difficulties; logs departure::

MO_Viper says:
*CO*:  We're ready & willing, Captain!

CO_Pang says:
OPS: Send to SB - thanks for refuelling and reprovisioning so quickly .... we hope to see them again soon

TO_M`Toc says:
CO:  All tactical systems functioning normally

EO_Urk says:
::Calls Engineering Chief over and shows him the duty assignments::

CO_Pang says:
*MO* And able too I hope Dr?

CEO_Bolitho says:
CO: Well should you happen to require anything above 100% We in engineering should be able to accommodate you <smiles>

FCO_Bo says:
:: activates Long Range navigational sensors ::

CO_Pang says:
TO: Good .... well done

OPS_Jean says:
CO : all lower decks and Ops systems are reporting nominal Captain

TO_M`Toc says:
CO:  Thank you sir

MO_Viper says:
*CO*: Count on it!

FCO_Bo says:
:: staring at the view screen occasionally glancing at his console ::

CO_Pang says:
OPS:  Fine Lt .... maintain a comms watch ... as usual

EO_Urk says:
::Engineering Chief nods and moves off to assign maintenance duties::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Time passes, and the Seleya is nearing its destination

OPS_Jean says:
CO : Aye aye captain

FCO_Bo says:
CO: We are approaching our destination.

OPS_Jean says:
:: Initiating long range scans ::

EO_Urk says:
::Finds it odd to be reassigned to this shift::

CO_Pang says:
TO:  We don't know much about this area of space .... full tactical scans at all times please

TO_M`Toc says:
CO:  Suggest raising shields to pass through asteroid field?

FCO_Bo says:
:: activates short range navigational sensors ::

TO_M`Toc says:
CO:  Aye sir

OPS_Jean says:
CO : Captain, should I slave the Science console ?

CO_Pang says:
FCO:  We may have a few things in our way .... proceed with caution

TO_M`Toc says:
CO:  Suggest raising shields to pass through asteroid field?

FCO_Bo says:
:: activates proximity sensors ::

CO_Pang says:
OPS:  If you wish ....

OPS_Jean says:
:: Accessing CSO Command codes ::

FCO_Bo says:
CO: We have reached the system, dropping from warp :: disengages warp engines ::

OPS_Jean says:
:: updating astrometrics database ::

CO_Pang says:
::nods at the FCO::

TO_M`Toc says:
CO:  Suggest raising shields to pass through asteroid field?

FCO_Bo says:
:: continues towards the planet at 1/4 impulse ::

CO_Pang says:
TO: The deflector dish should be sufficient ... but yes ,,,, if you wish

OPS_Jean says:
:: Computing possible route through the asteroids ::

TO_M`Toc says:
CO: Aye sir....Raising shields

CO_Pang says:
FCO: Gently does it .... we have plenty of time

FCO_Bo says:
:: slows to 1/8 impulse ::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Scanning for life signs - updating exobiology database ::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Scanning for power generation sources ::

CO_Pang says:
*Medical*: Dr. Viper ... fancy a spell on the bridge if you are not busy?

FCO_Bo says:
:: adjusts course to avid the bigger asteroids ::

TO_M`Toc says:
CO:  Also suggest arming phasers as defensive fire against asteroids.

OPS_Jean says:
CO : Captain. It's a class M planet. I'm picking no life forms on the surface

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Seleya slowly weaves her way through the first asteroid belts, cautiously

MO_Viper says:
*CO*  I'll be right up, Captain.

CO_Pang says:
TO: Ensign -  I think that is an over-precaution ...

FCO_Bo says:
:: adjusts course again as proximity alarms sound ::

CO_Pang says:
TO: ::smiles:: we have a good pilot

FCO_Bo says:
:: smiles ::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Updating stellar cartography database ::

TO_M`Toc says:
CO:  Just don't want the paint job scratched.

MO_Viper says:
::exits SB, walks down hall, and enters TL::  TL: Bridge!

CO_Pang says:
::relaxes in the big chair as her crew, as always, act efficiently::

FCO_Bo says:
CO: We will clear the second belt in 1 minute :: adjusts course again ::

CO_Pang says:
::nods at FCO::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Seleya sensors detect an object in space, apparently of artificial construction, well away from the planet, somewhere within the conglomeration of asteroids

MO_Viper says:
::exits TL onto Bridge::

CO_Pang says:
::notices readings on the CO's console ... waits to be informed::

OPS_Jean says:
CO : :: Scanning object ::

CO_Pang says:
MO:  I think we have something interesting here .... care to watch at the Science console?

TO_M`Toc says:
::Makes tactical scan of object::

OPS_Jean says:
CO : Captain, something strange showing on the sensors

CO_Pang says:
OPS:  Anything yet?

CEO_Bolitho says:
::is interested in what such an object would be doing out here?::

FCO_Bo says:
:: adjusts course again to avoid a large asteroid ::

CO_Pang says:
FCO: Full stop please

OPS_Jean says:
CO : I'm investigating, it's obviously not a natural phenomenon

MO_Viper says:
CO:  May as well.  SB is bare.

MO_Viper says:
::walks over to SCI Station::

FCO_Bo says:
CO: Aye ma'am. :: reverses engines and makes a quick stop ::

OPS_Jean says:
:: trying to analyse the object composition ::

EO_Urk says:
::Walks over to repair crew working on fine tuning the mixture matrix::

CO_Pang says:
Bridge crew:  Could be a ship? looks artificial to me ... OPS: try hailing it please?

OPS_Jean says:
COM : Object :: Hailing ::

CO_Pang says:
TO: Yellow alert

EO_Urk says:
::notes power usage drop::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  No response to the hail

FCO_Bo says:
:: plotting  a series of evasive courses into the mail computer ::

TO_M`Toc says:
CO:  aye sir yellow alert

CEO_Bolitho says:
::reroutes power from non essential systems to sensors::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Trying all frequencies - languacode ::

CEO_Bolitho says:
OPS: try scan that object now Lt.

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Still no response.

EO_Urk says:
::moves to main Engineering console and sees power being re-routed::

OPS_Jean says:
CO : they are not answering captain, should I continue hailing them

CO_Pang says:
All:  Well - nothing tells me it is dangerous .... FCO: Get us a little closer please

OPS_Jean says:
:: Scanning for power generation sources ::

CO_Pang says:
OPS:  Just monitor and scan please for now

CEO_Bolitho says:
::inwardly shivers, something doesn't feel right::

TO_M`Toc says:
::prepares to arm weapons if necessary::

EO_Urk says:
::Ensures backup generators are up and on standby::

OPS_Jean says:
CEO : It's metallic based sir, but it's an unknown type

CO_Pang says:
::notices the CEO looks nervous ... wonders why::

FCO_Bo says:
CO: Aye ma'am moving in to 20,000 km from the object :: increases speed to 1/16 impulse ::

OPS_Jean says:
CO : Aye aye captain

CEO_Bolitho says:
OPS: lifesigns?

OPS_Jean says:
CO : I've picked up a faint power signature, but no life signs 

FCO_Bo says:
:: flies past another large asteroid compensating for the gravitational field ::

MO_Viper says:
::feels a slight tension from the Bridge Crew::

CO_Pang says:
MO:  You used to be CSO here ... any opinion Doctor?

OPS_Jean says:
CEO : I have nothing on my scans

FCO_Bo says:
CO: Shall I move us in to 10,000 km from the object?

CO_Pang says:
FCO: Do it

EO_Urk says:
::Feels a light tingle run over his skin, nerves::

FCO_Bo says:
:: resumes course ::

OPS_Jean says:
CO : Captain I have a visual, should I put it on screen ?

CO_Pang says:
OPS: Please .....

OPS_Jean says:
:: On Screen ::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::nods at the Ops officer and walks down into the command arc::

MO_Viper says:
CO:  Well.......There are no life signs, which means it could have a protective shielding that we can't penetrate, or it could be artificial.  A machine.

OPS_Jean says:
:: Scanning for electronic activity ::

CEO_Bolitho says:
OPS: atmosphere within the object?

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  A small vessel appears on the screen, it appears to be at minimal power levels, no signs of life evident, no signs of engines

CO_Pang says:
All on bridge:  Well ... we are here to find out what it is .... and it is a ship ..... I want a look at it ....

MO_Viper says:
CO:  We need some more biological info.  What about a probe?

OPS_Jean says:
CEO : I have some trouble getting through the hull

CO_Pang says:
CEO:  I think an AT is in order ... will you lead it?  And I would like Dr. Viper and one of your Engineers to be on it ....

CEO_Bolitho says:
OPS: any evidence of damage?

OPS_Jean says:
CEO : I'm recalibrating the sensors right now

FCO_Bo says:
:: stops the ship at 10,000km away ::

OPS_Jean says:
CEO : no apparent sign of fight

TO_M`Toc says:
CO:  Sir, Request I go with them?

FCO_Bo says:
CO: Will I need to move the Seleya into transporter range ::

CO_Pang says:
TO:  Not this time Mr. M'toc ... I need you here on the bridge .... I don't foresee too many dangers ... and Mr. Bolitho is well able to take care of things

CEO_Bolitho says:
CO: Aye Captain, Dr Viper, TR room3 *EO* meet me in TR 3

OPS_Jean says:
:: Recalibrating sensors sweeps - preparing candidates for an AT - transmitting to CO console ::

TO_M`Toc says:
CO:  Aye sir

MO_Viper says:
CEO: Aye.

EO_Urk says:
::Thinks what now?:: *CE* Aye sir

CO_Pang says:
FCO:  Yes ... and we will need to drop shields .... and raise them once the AT is aboard

MO_Viper says:
::walks into TL::

CO_Pang says:
TO: You will co-ordinate that please

TO_M`Toc says:
::prepares to drop shields::

EO_Urk says:
::Move to transporter room 3::

FCO_Bo says:
CO: Aye :: moves the ship at 5,000 km away ::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::heads off the bridge to the TL with the good doctor in tow::

CEO_Bolitho says:
TL: TR3

OPS_Jean says:
CO : Captain I recommend space suits AT

FCO_Bo says:
:: stops the ship again :: CO: We are in transporter range.

MO_Viper says:
TL: TR3

CO_Pang says:
OPS: Keep a lock on them at all times please

TO_M`Toc says:
CO: Dropping shields sir

OPS_Jean says:
CO : Captain I'm picking what could possibly be signs of life but I can't confirm

OPS_Jean says:
CO : Aye aye captain

EO_Urk says:
::Exits TL outside TR #3::

CO_Pang says:
OPS: Then ensure they have them before you move them out

CEO_Bolitho says:
*OPS: Lt. managed to get an idea of the atmosphere in that ship yet?

FCO_Bo says:
:: fires thrusters to compensate for the gravity created by the asteroids ::

CO_Pang says:
OPS: I have that here too .... very faint - I am glad I sent the Doctor ...

CEO_Bolitho says:
::exits the TL and steps into the TR3::

CO_Pang says:
TO: Keep a sharp watch out for any other strangers around here

MO_Viper says:
::follows CEO::

OPS_Jean says:
*CEO* : I can't confirm it but there seems to be life signs in the center of the object

TO_M`Toc says:
CO: Aye sir.

EO_Urk says:
::Enters behind the CEO, checks phaser, tricorder::

TO_M`Toc says:
::Monitors the area for hostiles::

OPS_Jean says:
*CEO : I recommend wearing space suit for the Away team

CEO_Bolitho says:
*OPS* acknowledged, any luck on the atmosphere?

MO_Viper says:
::grabs Tricorder and phaser::

OPS_Jean says:
*CEO* : Not yet, I will keep a permanent link

CO_Pang says:
*CEO* Please ensure you are dressed appropriately for a possible hostile atmosphere ::grins::

TO_M`Toc says:
CO: Shields are lowered for transport, sir

OPS_Jean says:
:: Comparing with the exobiology database ::

EO_Urk says:
::Looks at CE:: CE: EV suits?

OPS_Jean says:
:: Trying to enhance resolution power - receiving data ::

CO_Pang says:
TO:  I think we can dispense with shields until the AT gets back ... unless things change ...

CEO_Bolitho says:
*OPS* Thanks ::Turns to the MO and EO:: EO/MO: gentlemen suit up type 2 phasers, tricorders and of course a medkit for you Doctor

TO_M`Toc says:
CO:  Aye sir.

OPS_Jean says:
CO : It's definitively not metallic captain, but I have nothing like that on the exobiology database

MO_Viper says:
CEO: I'm all ready.

EO_Urk says:
::Gets suit from locker, puts phasers and tricorder in suit pockets::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::climbs into an Eva suit, collects s phaser and a tricorder::

FCO_Bo says:
:: holding position ::

CO_Pang says:
OPS:  Good ... we will have new information for SF when we get back .... keep evaluating Mr. Jean

OPS_Jean says:
:: Maintaining transporter lock with the AT ::

EO_Urk says:
::In suit:: CE : Ready sir.

MO_Viper says:
::stands straight up in EV Suit::

CO_Pang says:
*CEO* Ready to go?

EO_Urk says:
::Really wishes these things fit better::

OPS_Jean says:
CO The AT is ready for transport

CEO_Bolitho says:
::moves onto the transporter pad:: *CO* Were ready to beam across sir

CO_Pang says:
OPS: On my mark ...... now!

MO_Viper says:
::feels like he's in a pair of coveralls::

OPS_Jean says:
*CEO* : Please standby for transport :: Energising ::

OPS_Jean says:
COM : AT : :: Materialising ::

CO_Pang says:
TO:  Since Lt Jean is busy with locks on the AT, can you monitor direct comms please?

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The AT materialises in a small compartment on the alien ship, devoid, apparently, of consoles and controls.... only a small compartment, almost like a coffin, in the center of the area

OPS_Jean says:
CO : They are inside the object Captain

CEO_Bolitho says:
@::disappears and materialises aboard the other ship, grabs his tricorder and begins scanning::

TO_M`Toc says:
CO:  Aye sir

CO_Pang says:
::nods::

MO_Viper says:
@::pulls out tricorder and scans box in centre of room::

EO_Urk says:
@::Materialises and also begins scanning::

FCO_Bo says:
:: holding position ::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Maintaining locks on the AT ::

CEO_Bolitho says:
@::looks around at the gloomy corridors, and try to fix the position of the lifesigns they had detected earlier::

OPS_Jean says:
COM : CEO : Status report

EO_Urk says:
@::Nervously looks about, first away mission::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Transmitting lifesigns co-ordinates to CEO ::

TO_M`Toc says:
CO:  Maybe this is a ship for Deceased People?

CEO_Bolitho says:
@COM: Seleya: Were aboard and begin a preliminary scan

CO_Pang says:
TO: Could be ... but if so there would be no lifesigns ...

MO_Viper says:
@CEO: I'm picking up the same type of readings as earlier.  Very faint!

EO_Urk says:
@::Wishes they could find the light switch::

TO_M`Toc says:
CO:  Perhaps someone wasn't dead?

OPS_Jean says:
:: Maintaining transporter lock ::

CO_Pang says:
TO:  How are they doing?  Any report yet?

CEO_Bolitho says:
@MO/EO: Ok lets move out keep scanning for lifeforms

CEO_Bolitho says:
@::heads in the direction of the lifesigns::

MO_Viper says:
@::just thought of something!:: CEO: I was thinking, and maybe this is a ship full of people that are hibernating or possibly in a coma?

EO_Urk says:
@::Moves to console to check readings::

MO_Viper says:
@CEO: That's why their lifesigns are so low.

CEO_Bolitho says:
@MO: anyway you can confirm that hypothesis?

CO_Pang says:
TO: Raise Lt. Bolitho and ask what they have found so far please

EO_Urk says:
@::Hears the doc and shudders::

TO_M`Toc says:
CO:  Aye sir

MO_Viper says:
@CEO: NO, I need to see a body.

TO_M`Toc says:
COM: Lt. Bolitho:  What are ya'll found so far?

EO_Urk says:
@::Console configuration unlike anything he's seen before::

CEO_Bolitho says:
@::spots the coffin like object and pauses briefly remembering 20th century folk lore about blood sucking beasts::

EO_Urk says:
@CE: Sir, can't figure this console out.

OPS_Jean says:
:: scanning internal power grid ::

MO_Viper says:
@::just picks up CEO's thoughts::  Don't worry!  I have a medkit full of wooden stakes.

CEO_Bolitho says:
@COM: Seleya: We’re moving in on where the lifesign had been detected; stand by Seleya

FCO_Bo says:
:: fires thrusters to stay in one spot ::

CEO_Bolitho says:
@MO: thanks Doc ::grins:: ok let’s move in slowly, let’s get plenty of data on this before we do anything

OPS_Jean says:
:: Initiating long range sensor sweeps of the area - updating stellar cartography ::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Maintaining lock on the AT ::

EO_Urk says:
@::Moves away from board to get closer to others::

MO_Viper says:
@::Follows the rest of the group staring at tricorder::

CEO_Bolitho says:
@EO: Mr Urk keep scanning that object I want to know if anything and I mean anything happens to it!

EO_Urk says:
@CE: aye sir, ::Nervously continues scanning::

TO_M`Toc says:
CO:  They’re moving in on where the lifesign had been detected

CO_Pang says:
TO: Ask them if they need anything ....

CEO_Bolitho says:
@::gulps and moves towards the objects touches the phaser nervously on his hip for re-assurance::

EO_Urk says:
@CE: Still nothing sir.

MO_Viper says:
@::still picking up lifesigns::  CEO: lifesigns are the same.

CEO_Bolitho says:
@EO: keep monitoring

EO_Urk says:
@::Walks around object, placing it between him and the others::

TO_M`Toc says:
COM AT: CEO:  Do you need anything?

CEO_Bolitho says:
@MO: anything on the lifesign?

MO_Viper says:
@CEO:  Still the same.

OPS_Jean says:
:: Preparing level 10 force field in case of contamination ::

CEO_Bolitho says:
@COMM: Seleya: nothing to report....

CO_Pang says:
::notes Lt. Jean taking his usual efficient precautions::

TO_M`Toc says:
CO:  Sir, They have nothing to report so far.

EO_Urk says:
@CE: Sir there's some kind of symbols over here on this side.

CO_Pang says:
TO:  Well ... it is early days .... ::shrugs::  We have to be patient

CEO_Bolitho says:
@::arrives at the object looks it up and down, looking for any consoles::

TO_M`Toc says:
CO:  Aye sir.

FCO_Bo says:
:: fires thrusters again to compensate for the gravity fields ::

EO_Urk says:
@::Squats down to look at symbols::

MO_Viper says:
@::looks at object:: CEO: It looks almost the same as the other

CO_Pang says:
TO/OPS:  Relax .... we have a lock ... we have to give them time to find things out ....

EO_Urk says:
@::Rubs gloved hand over the symbols::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Trying to evaluate the gravimetric field of the area - Using stochastic algorithms to compensate for the presence of asteroids ::

CEO_Bolitho says:
@ALL: ok lets figure out what’s in here?

EO_Urk says:
@::Sends scan of symbols to Seleya::

OPS_Jean says:
CO : All systems nominal, maintaining positive lock on the AT

MO_Viper says:
@CEO: I suggest we use a Medical laser to cut a precise mark.

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  When Urk rubs his hand over the symbols, they glow briefly, and a responding flash occurs in a corner of the chamber

CEO_Bolitho says:
@MO: let’s not rush into any.....what was that?

EO_Urk says:
@*OPS* Sending scan of symbols, see if computer can ... What was that!

OPS_Jean says:
:: receiving symbols - using languacode ::

CO_Pang says:
FCO:  You look comfortable .... I take it you have set things to automatic?

EO_Urk says:
@::Jumps up and backs away::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Trying to find the meaning ::

CEO_Bolitho says:
@EO: Urk what did you do?

TO_M`Toc says:
::Continuing scans of area::

EO_Urk says:
@::Looks nervously about::

MO_Viper says:
@CEO: I'm not too sure what happened.

OPS_Jean says:
CO : Captain, I can't get anything from them, I need a context or more signs

CO_Pang says:
OPS:  Do your best - no more can be expected of you ....

OPS_Jean says:
COM : CEO : Is there anything on the walls ?

EO_Urk says:
@::Turns scanning the light source::

EO_Urk says:
@CE: I think I did something when I rubbed those symbols.

OPS_Jean says:
COM : CEO : I can't get any meaning out of them

CEO_Bolitho says:
@::Moves across to the symbols and gazes thoughtfully at them:: EO: check the walls for any more symbols  MO: Any change in the lifeform?

OPS_Jean says:
:: scanning for lifesigns ::

EO_Urk says:
@CE/MO: What if I do it again and you watch for it?

CEO_Bolitho says:
@COM: Seleya: looking now

MO_Viper says:
@CEO: Nothing new as of yet.

TO_M`Toc says:
CO:  Sir, they are looking now.

EO_Urk says:
@::Turns flashlight on the walls and sees symbols all over.::

CO_Pang says:
::wants to go across and see for herself ... resists the temptation::  TO/OPS: Well it seems they are making some progress .... albeit slowly

EO_Urk says:
@CE: Uh, Sir..

MO_Viper says:
@::for the first time senses something from the ship but unsure what it is::

EO_Urk says:
@CE: Take a look at these.

OPS_Jean says:
:: Maintaining positive lock on the AT ::

CEO_Bolitho says:
@::gasps at all the writing:: EO:  I see it record it and send it to the Seleya for further analysis

EO_Urk says:
@::Amazed at the amount of writing.::

MO_Viper says:
@::runs hands over symbols and feels something metally::

EO_Urk says:
@::Nods and sends the scans to the Seleya::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Receiving scans - running it in the Languacode ::

CEO_Bolitho says:
@MO: Doctor anything?

CO_Pang says:
TO:  A good mission for your return I think Mr. M'toc ... and very nice to have you back

MO_Viper says:
@CEO: I don't know.  I can't make it out.

TO_M`Toc says:
CO:  Aye sir, thank you sir.

OPS_Jean says:
CO : I'm receiving new symbols right now Captain

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Viper's touching of the symbols activates something; the coffin-like image in the center begins glowing, and disappears, leaving a stasis pod visible

CO_Pang says:
OPS:  send them across to my console too .... I used to have a gift for language ...

EO_Urk says:
@::In a shaky voice:: CE: Sir perhaps we can go back and study the symbols first.

MO_Viper says:
@::turns suddenly towards the coffin::

OPS_Jean says:
CO : Captain the life signs have disappeared

CEO_Bolitho says:
@::nods at the MO, and steps back at the glowing object::

CO_Pang says:
OPS: No life signs?

EO_Urk says:
@::Eyes widen, and back off even more::

OPS_Jean says:
:: transmitting preliminary results to CO's console ::

CEO_Bolitho says:
@MO: scan!

MO_Viper says:
@::moves in and scans the light::

OPS_Jean says:
CO : It just vanished

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Inside the pod is a single female humanoid, in stasis.......

CO_Pang says:
OPS: Well I still have the strange lifesign .... better get your console checked

TO_M`Toc says:
::Gets uneasy about what is going on over there::

CEO_Bolitho says:
@EO: We’re going nowhere until we find out what is in there!

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Seleya Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Seleya Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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